
“Due to the development and rapid expansion of supermarkets in some countries, many small local 
business are unable to compete. Some people think that closure of local business will bring about the 
death of local communities. To what extent do you agree or disagree?”

Today compared with the past, the growth rate of establishing the hyper markets in the cities has 
escalated dramatically around the world. It is inevitable that the local businesses could not compete 
with their giant rivals. As a result, most of them gradually will have to shut down. Some people believe, 
that this event will end to in the destructionoying of local communities. I should say, somehow agree 
but not completely.

It is undeniable that thanks to the development of supermarkets which most of which them are in the 
outside of the city skirts, a great deallarge proportion of the population prefer to provide their required 
commodities by such stores in a convenient place with a variety of goods and enough spaces for car 
park. Therefore, demands for making the needs by local markets will decline. It means the more 
supermarkets develop the less local businesses will resist.

The closure of the local markets has the most impact on the lower class of society who used to work on 
in those places and now because of their age or lack of enough literacy not only cannot they not work in 
hypermarkets but also could not afford to establish their business tooeither.

All of the problems which I mentioned above are true, but they could not ruin the local communities. In 
other words, because still there are lots of places that daily people recourse to them daily such as, clubs, 
cultural places, sport complexes, as well as high end shops that the expansion of the hypermarkets do 
not have any effect on them. So individuals could come in tointo the city center and communicate with 
each others and prevent the death of local communities.

In conclusion , despite the fact that development of supermarkets has brought about out the closure of 
local businesses, it has its own benefits too and also local communities could be continued by other 
alternatives.


